
Tuesday 2nd March 2021
L.C. Can you plan your balanced argument?



Starter – Modal Verbs Recap

• Which of the words below are modal verbs? Can you think of any more?



Order these sentences according to how likely 
the are to happen:

• Joey might not like the taste of bananas.

• Sylvia will win the race, I have no doubt!

• Tomorrow could be my last day.

• The football team should win the match.

•Arnold may forget his homework in the morning.

• I can smell smoke in the air.



Think about the following question:

Should children in years 5 and 6 be
allowed to use their mobile phones in school?



Can we sort the ideas that you have come up 
with?
• FOR • AGAINST



These points on their own are not enough…we 
need supporting evidence and reasons for them.

Firstly, children shouldn’t be allowed to bring phones into school as 
they would be tempted to play games. This would affect the pace of 
the lesson: which would end in the teacher having to stop and start the 
lesson over and over.

On the other hand, the phone could be used for educational purposes 
such as research. They could go on the internet to learn more about 
the topic they’re learning.



Your turn…can you support these points?

Having a mobile phone could make you popular and allow you to fit in 

with friends at school.



Your turn…can you support these points?

Phones often have cameras on them, which means that children would 

be able to take pictures of each other.



Task 1

• Read through the ideas cards and use them to get you started for 
planning your argument.

• Feel free to use any of the ideas on the sheet or any of your own as 
well.

• Begin to choose 3 that are FOR and 3 that are AGAINST that you 
would like to include in your argument.



Once you have chosen your ideas, you can 
begin to plan your argument.

• Remember, as you 
add ideas to your 
plan, give 
supporting 
evidence and 
reasons to back 
them up.





Task 2

• Use your remaining time in this lesson to complete your plan for your 
balanced argument.

• Every box must have something in and your FOR and AGAINST boxes 
need to include your evidence.

• Don’t forget, you can state your own opinion and your reasons for 
this in your conclusion.

• A plan should only use bullet points or short phrases – you do not 
need to write in full sentences.


